
What are roller bearings used for?

  Our cpmpany offers different What are roller bearings used for? at Wholesale
Price?Here, you can get high quality and high efficient What are roller bearings used for?

Roller Bearings vs. Ball Bearings - What's the Difference?As a general rule, ball bearings are
used at higher speeds and lighter loads than are roller bearings. Roller bearings perform better
under shock and impact 

Types of Bearing Classifications and How They WorkBall bearings have spherical rolling
elements and are used for lower load applications, while roller bearings use cylindrical rolling
elements for heavier load What are Cylindrical Roller Bearings Used For? - RitbearingNov 8,
2019 — The cylinders are slightly greater in length than diameter. Compared to ball bearings,
cylindrical rollers have a greater radial load capacity. The 

What Are Ball Bearings Used for?
d D B Fit RoHS SKU: Series Weight:

4WE 10
Y5X/EG2
4N9K4/M

- 1.7500 in - - - - 05000 -

4WE 10
F5X/EG2
4N9K4/M

- - - J7 6 - - -

4WE 6 L
6X/EW23
0N9K4/V

- - - - - - - -

4WE 6 U
A6X/EG2

4N9K4

- - - - - - - -

4WE 6 J
6X/EG24
N9K4/V

- - 63.5 mm - - - - -

DR 20-4-
5X/50Y

17mm 30mm 7mm - - - - 0.02
KGS

ZDR 6 D
P2-4X/21

0YM

95 mm 228 mm - - - - - -

DR 10-4-
5X/100Y

M

0.6250 in 2.5313 in - - - - - -

DR 6 DP
1-5X/210

Y

17mm 40mm - - - 62032rs-
timken

- 0.07
KGS

DR 20-4- 280 mm 420 mm 106 mm - - - - -
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5X/100Y
DR 20-4-
5X/100Y

M

0.6250 in 1.5625 in 0.4375 in - - - - -

Rolling-element bearing - WikipediaRolling-element bearings are often used for axles due to
their low rolling friction. For light loads, such as bicycles, ball bearings are often used. For heavy
loads 

Bearing (mechanical) - WikipediaRolling-element bearing outer race fault detection — Lubrication
is used to reduce friction. In the ball bearing and roller bearing, to reduce Types of Bearings |
Uses & Working Mechanisms ExplainedIV Roller Bearings — Ball bearings are one of the most
common types of bearing classes used. It consists of a row of balls as rolling elements. They 

What Are Spherical Roller Bearings Used for?
REXROTH Throttle

check valves
REXROTH Throttle

valves
REXROTH Valves Timken 3782 Bearing

MK 20 G1X/V MG 15 G1X/V 4WMM6H5X/V 3780/3720
MK 15 G1X/V MG 8 G1X/V 3WMM6B5X/V 3782/20
MK 6 G1X/V MG 6 G1X/V ZDR6DP2-4X/25Y Set406
MK 10 G1X/V MG 25 G1X/V 4WE6F6X/EG24N9K4

/B10
3384/20

MK 30 G1X/V MG 10 G1X/V DBW10B2-5X/200-6E
G24N9K4/V

406

MK 8 G1X/V MG 30 G1X/V S6A3.0 3782/3720
MK 25 G1X/V MG 20 G1X/V DBE30-3X/200YG24N

9K4
-

- - ZDR6DP1-4X/25Y -
- - S10P15-1X -
- - Z2S16-1-5X -

Roller Bearings Design and Applications - Locate Ball BearingsYet, in ball bearings the
separation medium used to disconnect inner ring from outer ring is balls and in roller bearings
cylindrical rollers are used to separate both 10 common uses of tapper roller bearings –
SuprabearingsTapered or roller bearings are known to take the load of heavy axial and radial
forces All these bearings have their own individual importance and are used for 

Roller Bearings - Thermometrics CorporationSee "bearings" for more on the historical
development of bearings. A rolling-element rotary bearing uses a shaft in a much larger hole,
and cylinders called "rollers" Roller Bearings - an overview | ScienceDirect TopicsRoller
bearings are used in all main shaft and auxiliary drive shaft applications to support pure radial
load, and allow for axial shaft elongation due to temperature changes with no additional load
effect on the bearing
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